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PRODUCT LEGACY SUMMIT INTEGRITY MOBIUS

<1% Reject Rate x x x x

>98.25% On-Time Delivery x x x x

Design-Assist Services x x x x

Oversize Capabilities x x x x

Quality Control Measures at Every Process x x x x

Dedicated Project Management x x x

In-House Hardware Solutions x x

Highest Quality Standard in the Industry x

Final Inspection on Every Lite x

PRODUCT LEGACY SUMMIT INTEGRITY MOBIUS

Surface Defects Minimum Level Guarantee ASTM C1036 Q3 glass

Exceeds all 
applicable 
standards 

through 100% 
inspection

Overall Glass Bow ASTM C1048

Localized Glass Bow and Warp ASTM C1048

Heat Stain Meets Garibaldi Glass Quality Guidelines  
[Visual standard developed]

Insulated Glass Unit [IGU] Desiccant / other debris in 
IGU cavities

Meets both Garibaldi Glass Quality Guidelines and 
IGMA TM3100-09 [Voluntary Guidelines for the 

Identification of Visual Obstructions]

Insulated Glass Unit [IGU] Primary Sealant  
[PIB press out]

Garibaldi Glass Quality Guidelines [up to 3mm]

Insulated Glass Unit [IGU] Sightline variation Garibaldi Glass Quality Guidelines [+/- 3mm]

IGU Final Inspection Meets IGMA TM-4000-02 IG Manufacturing Quality 
Manual [Sampling inspection]
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As the premier glass solutions provider, we 
offer a series of products and services that 
cater to the needs  of architects, glaziers, 
general contractors, and yacht or boat 
builders.

Our comprehensive range of glass solutions 
spans across the commercial, residential, 
and hospitality sectors, as well as marine, 
public institutions, and specialty design-
driven applications. We work closely with our 
partners to create custom solutions that are 
both aesthetically pleasing and functionally 
superior. Our glass solutions provide 
architects with a wide-range of design 
possibilities while ensuring that building 
codes and standards are adhered to.
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CHANCELLORTRANSBAY TERMINAL

Value-Driven Pricing: Our commitment 
to competitive pricing goes hand in hand 
with unwavering quality and service. 
With Legacy, you not only get our diverse 
offerings but also exceptional value, 
stretching your project budget further.

Comprehensive Offerings: From railing 
glass to large commercial industrial 
projects, we cover all your architectural 
glass needs.

Proven Reputation: Trust in our long-
standing commitment to excellence in the 
industry.

Dedicated Project Management: Your 
projects stay on track, avoiding unexpected 
expenses and delays with our on-time 
project delivery, transparent pricing with 
no hidden costs, and efficient management.

Design Collaboration and Expertise: Our 
Design-Assist team works with you to bring 
your unique vision to life. We have decades 
of innovation and expertise to drive cutting-
edge solutions.

Customization and Flexibility: No matter 
how complex, we have tailored solutions 
to meet your specif ic architectural 
requirements.

Unmatched Quality: Our glass products 
consistently meet or exceed industry 
standards for durability and performance.

Comprehensive Range of Solutions: 
Explore an array of solutions, including 
all glass entrance systems, complex stair 
railing systems, frameless partitions, 
project management, wind screens, 
propr ie tary  hardware ,  des ign  and 
engineering support, customization, expert 
consultation, and more.

In-House Expertise: No matter how 
complex, our in-house experienced and 
knowledgeable staff have you covered; 
combined with our engineering packages, 
we ensure a seamless project execution.

Dedicated Project Management: Our 
structural project management services 
ensure that your project stays on track 
from inception to completion, leaving no 
room for unexpected surprises or delays.

Value-Driven Pricing: Our commitment 
to competitive pricing goes hand in hand 
with unwavering quality and service. 
With Integrity, you not only get top-notch 
solutions but also exceptional value, 
stretching your project budget further.

Solutions for Breathtaking Views: Our 
Mobius Series presents the pinnacle of 
high-end glass solutions, offering an 
unmatched range designed to provide 
the ultimate clarity and seamless views 
tailored to your unique architectural needs.

Personalized Premier Service: Enjoy 
our highest level of service that goes the 
extra mile to meet your specific project 
requirements, making your experience 
seamless and stress-free.

Dedicated Project Team: Benefit from 
a dedicated Design-Assist and Project 
Management team who will oversee every 
aspect of your project, from design to 
delivery, to ensure it stays on track and 
meets your expectations.

Meticulous Quality Control: Our rigorous 
quality control processes, including 
quality gates, 100% final inspection, and 
technical support, guarantee that your 
glass solutions meet the most exacting 
standards.

Premium Packaging and Logistics: We 
take care of your glass from production 
to delivery with premium packaging and 
flawless logistics, ensuring your products 
arrive in perfect condition and on time.

RICHARDSON INNOVATION CENTREHAWAII RESIDENCE


